
Language and Writing Studio, Spring 2013 
 

Dictionary tutorial for LEO 
 
Website Link: http://dict.leo.org/ 
 
The Leo dictionary is a website for multiple language 
translations and it gives you information ranging from 
different attributions and explanations, pronunciations, 
forums, and trainers that include vocabulary, videos, or 
multiple choice tests. 
 
For this tutorial, we are focusing on figurative speech. 
We have all heard or used expression like “falling in love, 
busy as a bee, or racking our brains”.    
Trying to use figurative speech in another language is difficult considering that each 
language has their own expressions and they are often times not possible to directly 
translate. 
 
To give you an example of how one can find a proper translation for a figurative 
speech example, we will use the sentence;  
 

“It’s raining cats and dogs” 
 
The first step if to write the sentence into the search engine, making sure that it is 
set to translate from English to German. 
The first thing that you will see in the results is the direct matches: 
 

 
 
You can see that there are three choices that are used to say the same thing in 
German.  Each of them has the same meaning, but uses a different noun at the end.  
If you are unsure what these German nouns are (Bindfäden, Strömen, junge Hunde) 
put it in the search engine. 
 
In the next section you are explained the possible base forms: 
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It explains you the English words and their grammatical functions, since the search 
was started with a phrase in English. 
 
The next section that you will thee gives you additional matches: 

 
 
Here the dictionary results focuses on the nouns (as the red box points out) of the 
phrase and provide you with additional translations ranging from direct translation 
(green box) to expressions using botanic expressions (orange box).  

[bot.] stands for botany, plants 
[tech.] stands for engineering 
[finan.] stands for finance 

 
 
The following two boxes give you additional matches categorized into verbs and 
phrases/collocations: 
 

 

 
 
As you can see you are given other figurative speech example in both sections. 
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The next section includes example: 
 

 
 
The examples are divided between phrases that focus on the noun animal (cats or 
dogs) and the verb raining.  
 
The last two sections that Leo offers is that of a discussion forum.  In these forums 
you can read peoples questions and answers regarding the phrase that we put into 
the search. 
 

 
 
Considering all of these results and different information that we received you 
should be set to say an expression like “It’s raining cats and dogs” in German.  
 
 
 

 


